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One of Reactors is in weight reduction, breakthrough,  Children's Program already 

started, explained to child Plasma is its own technology not as physics,  the important 

point is weight gain without any change in atoms, no destruction of anything, no 

BURNING, do not need supply from outside, Organizations are writing patents on the 

open teachings of the Foundation, back dating patents through Belgian office, Mr. Keshe 

doesn't want any patents, keep it open,  the peoples job to keep it free, Replicate what 

goes on in center of Pyramid, why they were built, knowledge given 27,000 years ago 

and 6000 years ago not understood, they line up Magnetic fields can pin point and travel 

to any part of Universe, GPS for Universe, up or down, can dictate speed to travel to a 

point in Universe,  Pyramids were taught by Masters man couldn't understand,  3 

pyramids in line give position in Universe,  

Structure of universe rest on structure of Plasma, How it is created, how stars are kept in 

position,  Fukoshima has the Energy Source of future in Tritium waters, Japanese don't 

understand (could go 50 years ahead on this planet), Tritium can be converted to a Gans 

easily, Plastic coated nano with caustic,  Our skin is nano coated in 3 layers, plastic bottle 

nano coated acts like metal magnet,  Questions about how to nano coat,  Can't mix Gans 

because own atom spherical, Every little ball of Gans is it's own sphere like atom, they 

become new color don't mix,  Water in Reactor behaves as a Gans of Water, like blood is 

a gans in body outside matter, Inside body is a vacuum, Not physical control but a unit 

they built captain has to control, the structure of plasma,  

Moses went up Mt Sinai came down different, receive message with soul came down 

change back to man use knowledge to teach flock, He chose which part suited him and 

taught as man, in history he killed the male children of enemies, doesn't fit with 

Commandment not to kill, Hitler was Jewish same covenant with Moses also killed males 

of enemy in Holland for example,  Same failure with Christ, Mithraism 3 Kings, 3 

presents of Kings of Persia , think right, talk act right, Zoroastrians, Stone of Mecca, 

uncut stone for building of devi statue, all priests wear cross without Christ on it as 

symbol of fear by Romans,  Illuminati's took over as a method of financial control, Same 

failures with all religions,  Acceptance of covenant of religion should be love not out of 

fear,  How does he know the things he knows? Soul of man and what is connected to 

man,  He was poisoned by one of his own knowledge seekers but he keeps quiet, if he 

punishes he goes back to what mistakes were done in past by Prophets,  Those who 

joined EU all their gold in Bonn bank (Rothschild),  

The Reactors give and take as they need, this is the end of religion, you carry it within  

you,  RNA is line of connection to gods, goes back 26,000 years, Serve and not to be 

served,   Mother in Iranian house is the head, Mithra was female, when mother brought 

up correctly, families work correctly,  

 


